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Lesson # R5 Anger, Fear & Pain II           Time: 50 minutes 
 
 
 

Overview 
In the first session of Anger, Fear and Pain, young people learn to recognize triggers of anger, fear and pain. This second session 
begins with a Korean proverb:  “If you kick a stone in anger, you'll hurt your own foot”.  The session encourages youth to reflect on 
their current responses to stress and to evolve healthy strategies.  They explore the skill of re-considering, which is a mental process 
that influences feelings and how one expresses them. People who re-consider tend to have higher levels of positive relationships.  
 
Youth learn what scientists know about feeling tired at controlling emotions. They are taught small positive mood strategies that can 
restore the capacity to control impulsive behaviors. They practice these skills of emotional competence and caring (empathy) in order 
to move in the direction of their dreams.  
 

Goals    
1. Identify sources of anger, fear & pain and understand their cumulative effect. 
2. Learn strategies for recognizing and managing anger, fear and pain.  
3. Recognize the value of a growth mindset and skills of emotional competence and caring (specifically the component of 

empathy).  
  

Anchor Vocabulary 
• Soul—A person’s sense of identity. 
• Degrade—Break down or deteriorate  
• Empathy—The ability to understand and feel the feelings of another.  

 
_________________________ 
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• Anger—Strong feeling of annoyance or hostility.  
• Reconsider – A strategy for regulating emotional responses by changing how you think about a behavior or situation before 

         reacting, in order to decrease the irritating situation’s impact on your emotions. 
• Fear—A belief that something or someone is dangerous.  
• Pain— An unpleasant experience that hurts emotionally.  
• Pressure—The use of persuasion or intimidation to make someone do something.  

 

Materials & Media 
• Binder paper, writing implements, white board or flipchart, markers, balloon.   
• Thriving Wheels and Risk Factors Wheels.  
• Take a Step Activity Instruction Sheet. 
• Paper for Pocket Licenses (Small scraps to write an intention and place in one’s pocket as a reminder.) 

 
1Lesson Outline 

 
Lesson Description 

ENROLL 
(5 min) 

Reflection on 
Proverb to 
highlight today’s 
subject 
 
 

Quote written on board.  Facilitator greets youth as they arrive, encouraging a sense of 
belonging.  
 
Quote: “If you kick a stone in anger, you'll hurt your own foot”.  ~ Korean Proverb 
Facilitator asks for quiet journaling or quiet reflection about the meaning of the quote: 
  
Say:  
• What do you think this Korean proverb suggests about our subject today? 
      (Answer: We’ll learn how to not “hurt our feet” in anger.) 
• Today you’ll look at ways you are dealing with anger, fear and pain (the good ways and 

the bad ways) as you gauge your development of skills in indicators of thriving called 
caring and emotional competence.  

EXPERIENCE 
(10 min) 

Balloon debrief 
(5 min) 

 
 

Facilitator passes out the Anger-Fear-& Pain balloons from the day before.  
The youth are told to take a few moments to look over their balloons and add anything they 
may have forgotten.  
Ask: 
• Today’s discussion stays in this room and we’ll all be respectful of one another, okay? 
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• Does anyone want to check in with the group, on any feelings or thoughts they had after 
drawing their balloons?  

• “Do some of you have full balloons? Will someone share?” 
 
 
 
 
 

Coping 
Strategies: 
Healthy and 
Unhealthy 
(5 min)  

Activity 1: Student Balloons—How They Deal with Them 
Say: 
• On the outside of your balloon, write ways that you deal with your anger, fear and pain. 

You can draw or write words for these coping strategies.  
• Now that you have finished, call out your answers while I write them on the board.  
Ask: 
• Will someone come up and circle those methods that are healthy, and those that are 

damaging, using different colored markers? 
Say: 
• These healthy responses are what we call Emotional Competence.  (That indicator on 

your Thriving Wheel.) 
EXPERIENCE 
(10 min) 

Take-A-Step 
Exercise 
(10 min) 
 

Activity 2: Take-A-Step Exercise  
The Take-A-Step Exercise shows youth they have experiences in common that trigger anger, 
fear & pain emotions. They feel some empathy at the surprises that are unknown about other 
people.  This exercise prepares youth to reconsider emotions.   
Say: 
• We’re going to do an activity called Take-A-Step Exercise.  
• Place your toes along a line (or in a circle as per activity sheet).   
• For this exercise to be effective, I request complete silence in the room. However, use all 

your senses to be aware of those around you.   
• When I call out a situation, if you have experienced this situation, take a step forward. 
Facilitator reads the Take-A-Step Exercise sheet. Youth take steps when the situation applies 
to them.  
Ask: 
• What did this experience feel like? Did you feel any empathy/caring for others?  
• What did you learn? Any surprises? 
Say: 
• So once you find out that people have stresses you didn’t know about, you might want to 

do what scientists call “Reconsider”.   
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LEARN & 
LABEL 
(12 min) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEMONSTRATE 

 
 
Brain process 
called 
Reconsider 
(2 min) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reconsider Role 
Plays  
(10 min) 
 

 
Activity 3: Teach Skill for Practice – Reconsider! 
Say: 
• Social scientists have proven that we can significantly influence our emotions when 

stressful situations happen.  
• One leadership strategy is to pause before you react and reconsider the situation.  This 

ability to re-consider is the hallmark or a central element of a strong leader.  
• When you reconsider—you actually change how you think about a situation before you 

respond.  
• This re-considering is a brain process that influences your feelings and how you express 

them.  When you encounter a stressful situation, here are three ways to reconsider…  
1)   Negotiate with yourself; try to apply a hopeful growth mindset (i.e. People can 

change). 
2)   Consider other reasons for behaviors or situations, and  
3)   Make active efforts to improve your bad mood.  

 
• People who re-consider tend to have higher levels of positive relationships. 
 
Say: 
• Now let’s practice how you can “reconsider” situations we talked about earlier (E.g. 

Someone steps on your backpack on the playground; or something in your balloon?).  
• Break into small groups, select a situation we talked about and develop a role-play. If 

time allows, we will share some of them.  
 

LEARN & 
LABEL 
(6 min) 

Positive-Mood 
Strategies 

Discussion: Controlling Emotions Takes Energy—Try Positive-Mood Strategies 
Say: 
• Science tells us that controlling your emotions requires a lot of mental energy that can be 

exhausting.  
• This is because positive emotion requires creative thinking that is more brain-work 

than going on automatic.   
• Small positive mood strategies (i.e. spending time with a friend, watching a funny show) 

can restore your capacity to control impulsive behaviors.  
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Ask: 
• When you feel tired in controlling your emotions, what are some positive mood strategies 

you can use?  
Facilitator records youth brainstorming of the ways they can release “air” from their balloons 
with positive mood strategies. 
  
Once completed, facilitator reviews the list and circles positive, constructive strategies. 
Facilitator underlines strategies that might be harmful. 
(Additional list to add to student brainstorm): 

o Recognize your feelings. 
o Think about consequences of behaviors before acting. 
o Learn from previous choices and those consequences. 
o Seek support from a trusted friend, adult or counselor. 
o Anticipate “triggers” that might ignite an emotional state; develop strategies to deal 

with the emotion or conflict ahead of time. 
o Express yourself calmly: express criticism, disappointment, anger or displeasure 

without losing your temper or fighting. Ask yourself: Is my response safe and 
reasonable?  

o Listen to others & respond without getting upset when someone gives you negative 
feedback. Try to understand the other person's point of view.  

o Negotiate: Work out your problems with someone else, by looking at alternative 
solutions and compromises. 

o Excuse yourself from a tense situation (E.g. Take a deep breath, leave the room, go 
for a walk). 

o Practice your spark. 
REFLECTION 
(7 min) 

Review of 
Proverb. 
 
 
 
 
Statement of 

Say: 
• Everyone has Anger-Fear-Pain. It is how we deal with these emotions that determines the 

impact on us.   
Ask: 
• So, what are some final thoughts regarding this proverb: “If you kick a stone in anger, 

you'll hurt your own foot”?   
Say: 
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Intention • I’d like each of you to state your intention to use a Reconsider or Positive Mood Strategy 
over the next week, when your balloon seems full.   

• Find an elbow partner and state that intention.  
• I’m passing out scraps of paper that we’ll consider a Pocket License (like a driver’s 

license for your journey ahead.) 
• Write down the likely stress-situation and exactly which strategy you’ll use when it 

happens.  
• If you follow-through this week, take out that License and give it a big checkmark!    

 

More Options: 
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